
Sixth Grade Curriculum Map
Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Quarter 3 Quarter 4

Bible
Veritas Press Bible Cards, Acts to Revelation, cards 1-7: Pentecost; The Early Church; 

Stephen, the first martyr; The Conversion of Paul; The first Gentile converts; Letter by 
James; Paul's first missionary journey; Memorize Bible song for cards 1-16.

Veritas Press Bible Cards, Acts to Revelation, cards 8-16: The Letter to the Galatians; The 
Jerusalem Council; Paul's second missionary journey; The First Letter to the Thessalonians; 
Paul's Second Letter to the Thessalonians; Paul's third missionary journey; First Letter to the 
Corinthians; Second Letter to the Corinthians; Letter to the Romans; Memorize Bible song for 

cards 1-25.

Veritas Press Bible Cards, Acts to Revelation, cards 17-25: Paul's arrest and trial; Paul in 
Rome; letter to the Colossians; letter to Philemon; letter to the Ephesians; letter to the 

Philippians; first letter to Timothy; letter to Titus; second letter to Timothy. Memorize Bible 
song for cards 1-32.

Veritas Press Bible Cards, Acts to Revelation, cards 26-32: Letter by Jude; First Letter by 
Peter; Second Letter by Peter; Letter to the Hebrews; Letters by John; The Revelation to John; 

Closing of the Canon; Memorize Bible song for cards 1-32.

Math

Saxon 7/6, Lessons 1-35: Adding and subtracting whole numbers and money; Subtracting 
whole numbers and money; Fact families; Multiplying and dividing whole numbers and 
money; Missing numbers in addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division; Order of 

operations; Fractional parts; Linear measure; Perimeter; The number line - ordering and 
comparing, negative numbers, fractions, and mixed numbers; Sequences; Scales; “Some 
and some more” and “some went away” stories; Place value through trillions’; Multiple-step 

problems; “Larger-smaller-difference” stories; “Later-earlier-difference” stories; “Equal 
groups” stories; Rounding whole numbers; Estimating; Bar graphs; Average; Line graphs; 

Factors; Divisibility; Greatest common factor; Comparing fractions with pictures; “Equal 
groups” stories with fractions; Fraction manipulatives; Adding and subtracting fractions that 
have common denominators; Writing division answers as mixed numbers; Multiples; Using 

manipulatives to reduce fractions; Adding and subtracting mixed numbers; Frequency tables; 
Histograms; Surveys; Multiplying fractions; Reducing fractions by dividing by common 

factors; Least common multiples; Reciprocals; Areas of rectangles; Comparing differences; 
Expanded notation; Elapsed time; Writing percents as fractions; Decimal place value; Writing 

decimal numbers as fractions; Reading and writing decimal numbers.

Saxon 7/6, Lessons 36-70: Subtracting fractions and mixed numbers from whole numbers; 
Adding and subtracting decimal numbers; Adding and subtracting decimal numbers from 

whole numbers; Squares; Multiplying decimal numbers; Using zero as a place holder; Circle 
graphs; Renaming fractions by multiplying by 1; Equivalent division problems; Missing number 
problems with fractions and decimals; Simplifying and comparing decimal numbers; Dividing a 

decimal number by a whole number; Writing decimal numbers in expanded notation; Other 
multiplication forms; Mentally multiplying and dividing decimal numbers by 10 and by 100; 

Subtracting mixed numbers with regrouping; Dividing by a decimal number; Decimal number 
line (tenths); Dividing by a fraction; Rounding decimal numbers; Decimals chart; Simplifying 

fractions; Dividing fractions; Common denominators; Adding and subtracting fractions; 
Comparing fractions by renaming with common denominators; Adding mixed numbers; Adding 

three or more fractions; Writing mixed numbers as improper fractions; Prime numbers; 
Polygons; Prime factorization; Division by primes; Factor tree; Multiplying mixed numbers; 

Using prime factorization to reduce fractions; Naming solids; Dividing mixed numbers; Lines; 
Reducing fractions before multiplying; Rectangular coordinates.

Saxon 7/6, Lessons 71-106: Fractions chart; Multiplying three fractions; Exponents; Writing 
decimal numbers as fractions; Writing fractions as decimal numbers; Drawing on the 

coordinate plane; Coordinate geometry; Comparing fractions by converting to decimal form; 
Finding unstated information in fractional-part problems; Liquid measure; Classifying 

quadrilaterals; Area of a parallelogram; Arithmetic with units of measure; Writing fractions as 
percents; Ratio; Order of operations; Changing percents to decimals; Operations with 

fractions and decimals; Finding missing factors; Area of a triangle; Comparing negative 
numbers; Square root; Faces, edges, and vertices; Platonic solids; Geometric formula; 
Probability and chance; Expanded notation with exponents; Order of operations with 
exponents; Power of fractions; Writing fractions as percents; Reducing units before 

multiplying; Writing decimals as percents; Writing mixed numbers as percents; Measures of 
a circle; Fraction-decimal-percent equivalents; Volume of a rectangular prism; 

Circumference; Proportions; Completing proportions; Perimeter of complex shapes; Cross 
products and using cross products to complete proportions; Using proportions to solve ratio 

word problems; Using a compass; Pi; Area of complex shapes.

Saxon 7/6, Lessons 107-138: Acute, obtuse, and straight angles; Two-step equations; 
Transformations; Corresponding parts; Similar triangles; Symmetry; Applications using 

divisions; Finding a given percent of a number; Ratio problems with totals; Mean, median, 
mode, and range; Adding and subtracting mixed measures; Multiplying by powers of 10; Unit 

multipliers; Mass and weight; Finding a percent; Sales tax; Writing percents as fractions; 
Compound interest; Classifying triangles; Adding integers; Finding a whole when a fraction is 

known; Square roots of numbers greater than 100; Functions; Estimating area; Using a 
protractor to measure an angle; Opposites; Algebraic addition; Finding a whole when a percent 

is known; Estimating square roots; Using proportions to solve percent problems; Area of a 
circle; Probability of a series of events; Volume of a cylinder; Experimental and theoretical 

probability; Multiplying and dividing integers; Constructing bisectors; Surface area of a prism; 
Sum of the angle measures of a triangle; Roman numerals.

Literature The Bronze Bow and Carry a Big Stick using Institute for Excellence in Writing's Teaching 
the Classics

Murder on the Orient Express and Up from Slavery using Institute for Excellence in Writing's 
Teaching the Classics

The Yearling and The Tempest using Institute for Excellence in Writing's Teaching the 
Classics

The Story of the Trapp Family Singers and To Kill a Mockingbird using Institute for Excellence 
in Writing's Teaching the Classics

Phonics and 
Spelling

Logic of English, Level C, Lessons 16-18: Know the sounds for and understand the use of 
phonograms ui, wr, ey, wor, and ph. Spelling Rules - C softens; G softens; Vowel says long 

sound because of e; Drop silent final e rules; English words don't end in i, u, v, or j; Every 
syllable has written vowel; Adding e. Grammar - Commas and quotes; various rules of 
quotes; pronouns; prepositions and prepositional phrases. Vocabulary - bi-, annu, ocul, 

cept, claim, plat, form, tribute, script, verge, dis-, sequ, -ant, -ance, -ive, merge, uni-, verse, -
able.

Logic of English, Level C, Lessons 19-22: Know the sounds for and understand the use of 
phonograms ei, eigh, cei, bu, gu, ie. Spelling rules - Adding an e to make a word bigger; Th 
sounds; Adding an e to clarify meaning; Unseen reasons for an e; One-syllable words ending 
in u; Y saying /e/ in unstressed syllables; Single vowel y changes; l rules; I may say /e/ with a 
silent final e. Grammar - Adjectival phrase; Sentence style; Clause; Coordinate adjectives; 

Commas with coordinate adjectives; Adverbs; Adverbial phrase; Capitalization; Linking verbs; 
Predicate adjectives; Predicate noun. Vocabulary - rid, minim, fend, quire, sense, ceive, 

micro, scope, tele-, pose, cycle, -logy, bio, geo, graph, plic, multi-, crease, ped, tri-, tempo, 
audi.

Logic of English, Level C, Lessons 23-26: Know the sounds for and understand the use of 
phonograms dge, ti, ci, si, aigh, our, gi, ge. Spelling rules - Dge use; Ti, ci, and si use; Sh at 

the beginning; Doubling the last consonant. Grammar - Sentence style; Commas with 
coordinate adjectives; Commas in a series; Verb tense; Helping verb; Linking verbs; 

Pronouns. Vocabulary - chron, -ic, sym-, crit, para-, strophe, cata-, vise, clude, -ion, -ian, 
techn, journ, -ation, -ition, medi, fer, vac.

Logic of English, Level C, Lessons 27-30: Know the sounds for and understand the use of 
phonograms ce, sc, s, z, zz. Spelling rules - Al- as a prefix; Adding suffixes. Grammar - 

Sentence types; Nouns of direct address; Noun jobs; Comma rules; Interjections; Questions; 
Dependent clause; Subordinating conjunction. Vocabulary - cline, crypt, mote, mit, nat, sci, 

frag, polis, magn-, phil-, anthrop, migr, -ate, in-, -ory, aqua, lumine.

Writing

Institute for Excellence in Writing, Level B, Units 1-3: Choose and record key words; Use 
a basic outline format; Communicate the main ideas from a source using one’s own key 
word outlines; Choose selections, read them, create key word outlines; Write summaries 
from short stories or articles by using only their own key word outlines; Demonstrate the 
writing and rewriting process with selected texts; Use the syllabus in style; Demonstrate 

independence in the process of choosing a source and making a key word outline, 
summarizing from their own notes (without copying from the source), dressing-up their 

summaries, and rewriting a final draft; Identify the story sequence in a narrative story; Make 
outlines based on the Story Sequence Chart; Summarize stories from outlines and 

internalize the components of a well-constructed story; Use the library to find reading 
material on a topic, take notes, and write a summary; Use the topic sentence and paragraph 

clincher rule; Use one to two references, take outline notes on the reference, and write a 
paragraph; Document the reference and report what they found and where they found it. Fix 
It! Grammar: Review: Idents, Capitalization, Homophones, Apostrophes, Adjectives, Verbs, 

and Clauses; Openers and mid-sentence adverb clauses; -ly openers; Commas with 
adjectives; Be verbs and run-on sentences; Transitional expressions; Multiple sentence 

openers; Sentence fragments; Commas with nouns of direct address; Hyphens.

Institute for Excellence in Writing, Level B, Units 4-5: Summarizing from a reference; Use 
the library to find reading material on a topic, take notes, and write a summary; Use the topic 

sentence and paragraph clincher rule; Use one reference, take outline notes on the reference, 
and write a paragraph; Document the reference and report what they found and where they 
found it; Write three-paragraph stories from a series of three pictures; Use the topic/clincher 

relationship, with final clinchers reflecting the keywords of the last paragraph’s topic sentence 
and of the title; Exercise imagination and creativity; Use the past participle verb form. Fix It! 

Grammar: Affect vs effect; Different ways to fix run-on sentences; Questions openers; Illegal -
ing openings; What clauses; Alliterations; Additional clause starters; Implied time frame as a 

sentence opener.

Institute for Excellence in Writing, Level B, Units 6-7: Library research report; Use two, 
three, or more references taking outline notes on a specific topic from each reference; Fuse 
outlines and write a summary from the fused outline; Document their references orally or in 

writing on what they found and where they found it; Take up to three additional weeks to 
write a report; Creative writing; Learn a structure to use when writing about virtually anything, 

including one’s personal experiences; Compose an introduction and a conclusion in a five-
paragraph composition. Fix It! Grammar: Imperative mood; Transitional sentence openers; 
Essential and nonessential clauses; Semicolon; Quotations; Personal pronouns; Rules for 

punctuating titles.

Institute for Excellence in Writing, Level B, Units 8-9: Basic essay, super essay, and 
persuasive essay; Learn the structure for formal essays of five, seven, or more paragraphs; 

Properly use an introduction and conclusion in a five-paragraph composition; Use proper essay 
format in all research reports for other subjects; Build a foundation for high school and 

university writing and research assignments; Formal critique; Learn a solid structure for book 
reports, reviews, and critiques; Develop a “critique” vocabulary, which aids in literary analysis; 
Use a five-paragraph format by combining the basic Story Sequence Chart with introduction 

and conclusion paragraphs. Fix It! Grammar: Implied -ing sentence opener; Commas with -ing 
participial phrase; Then vs. than; Review.

Science
The Book of Astronomy by Memoria Press, Unit 1: Constellations; Motion of the earth; 

Names of the stars; Star magnitudes; Summer-fall, the summer triangle; Lyra; Aquila; 
Cygnus; Hercules; The summer sky; Zodiac; The summer-fall zodiac; Scorpio; Sagittarius; 

Capicornus; Aquarius. 

The Book of Astronomy by Memoria Press, Unit 2: The winter sky; Orion; Navigating with 
Orion; Canis Major and Canis Minor; Auriga and Lepus; Monoceros and Cetus; The Winter 

Zodiac; Pisces and Aries; Taurus; Gemini; Orion as a signpost.

The Book of Astronomy by Memoria Press, Unit 3: The spring sky; Ursa Major and the 
Big Dipper; Ursa Minor and the Pole Star; Ophiuchus and Serpens; Bootes; Draco; The 

Spring Zodiac; Virgo; Libra; Cancer; Leo; Finding Leo; Finding Bootes and Virgo.

The Book of Astronomy by Memoria Press, Unit 4: The Solar System; Sun; Mercury; 
Venus; Earth; Mars; Jupiter; Saturn; Uranus; Neptune; Dwarf Planets; The Moon; Galilean 

Moons; Moons of Saturn; Comets.

History & 
Geography

Veritas Press History Cards, 1815 to Present, cards 1-7: The Monroe Doctrine; Traveling 
on the Erie Canal; Jacksonian Democracy; The Cotton Gin Establishes the South; Slavery in 

the South; The Cherokee Trail of Tears; Remember the Alamo; Memorize history song for 
cards 1-16.

Veritas Press History Cards, 1815 to Present, cards 8-16: Westward Expansion; War with 
Mexico; The 49ers and the California Gold Rush; Opening the Oregon Territory; Lincoln the 
16th president; The Civil War; The Battle of Gettysburg; Great Generals of the War Between 

the States; Completion of the Transcontinental Railroad; Memorize history song for cards 1-25.    

Veritas Press History Cards, 1815 to Present, cards 17-25: Reconstructing the South; 
Black Leadership Emerges in the South; The Age of Industry; The Battle of Little Bighorn; 

Cowboys and the West; The Spanish-American War; A President Named Teddy; 
Immigration to America; Wright Brothers and other inventors; Memorize history song for 

cards 1-32.

Veritas Press History Cards, 1815 to Present, cards 26-32:  The Great World War; Roaring 
Twenties; The Great Depression; World War II, the Biggest War; The Cold War, Korea and 
Vietnam; The Civil Rights Movement; The Space Race; Modern America; Memorize history 

song for cards 1-32.

Latin Lingua Latina, Chapters 27 -28: The Present Subjunctive. Lingua Latina, Chapters 28-30: Imperfect Sunjunctive; Purpose Clauses; Future Perfect 
Tense. Lingua Latina, Chapters  31-33: Gerundives; Perfect Subjunctive; Pluperfect Subjunctive. Lingua Latina, Chapters 34- 35: Verse. 

Memory 1 John 1:5-10; Isaiah 40:27-31; Veritas Press Bible Song: James 1:19-25; Veritas Press Bible Song: Philippians 2:1-11; Romans 12:9-13; Veritas Press Bible Song: 1 Peter 3:8-12; Deuteronomy 10:17-22; Psalm 8; Veritas Press Bible Song: 

Character 
Development Faith, Courage Prudence Temperance, Love Patience, Justice, Hope

Handwriting Cursive instruction from Logic of English

Music Music Enrichment by Memoria Press; Alfred's Kids' Drum Course


